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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0114542A1] 1. A contactor apparatus comprising in a case : a) for actuating its power contacts (2a-2c), an electromagnet (1) whose
energization circuit has a safety switch (4) able to be opened or closed by a locking lever (55) associated with a transmission member (32) integral
with a local control knob (18) having a first stable open position (0) and a second stable closed position (F), this latter bieng ensured by this locking
lever (55) against the action of a first return spring (35) of the transmission member (32). b) and for automatic opening of these power contacts
(2a-2c), a resettable quick trip mechanism which comprises : 1) a bolt (82) responsive to the movement of at least one (89) of several resettable
slides reacting quickly when overloads of different natures appear in the power circuit, 2) a common resetting and tripping part (56) associated with
a second return spring (79) and maintained in the setting position by this bolt (82) or released thereby so as to strike, on the one hand, the locking
lever (55) and cooperate with the transmission member (32) so as to give thereto a third stable tripping position (D) placed between the first and
second positions and for receiving on the other hand, from this transmission member (32) a manual resetting action which re-establishes setting of
the common part and that of the slides when the control knob (18) is placed in a fourth unstable resetting position (R) opposite the second position,
apparatus in which the transmission member (32) has between two parallel plates (43, 44) a series of superimposed cam surfaces (45, 46, 47)
which are adapted to cooperate with the locking lever (55) and with a common part in the form of a pivoting lever (56) adapted to cooperate with a
pivoting bolt (82), this member, this locking lever and this common part having pivoting axes (XX', YY', ZZ') parallel to each other and perpendicular
to the plates between which they are placed.
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